
College of the Arts 

School of Film 

Post Office Box 751 

|Portland, Oregon 97207-0751 

aeborden@pdx.edu 

April 8, 2022 

TO: Richard Beyler, Secretary to the Faculty 

Vicki Reitenauer, President of the Faculty Senate 

FROM: Amy Borden, Chair, University Studies Council 

RE: April/May Consent Agenda 

Approved: The attached GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES SINQ charter and UNST/INT 233 revision 

were approved by the UNST Council in February 2022. 

Shepherded by Assistant Professor Pronoy Rai and Associate Professor Leopoldo Rodriguez 

both in International and Global Studies in their roles as GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES cluster 

coordinators, this revision is the result of cross-disciplinary work in CUPA and CLAS, as 

outlined in the attached memo by Dr. Rai detailing the changes proposed to and 

subsequently passed by the USC. 

The revision removes the regions from the GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES SINQ curriculum to 

remakes the course as a thematic rather than regional exploration of global perspectives. 

This change allows for increased content cohesion and aligns the course’s curriculum with 

current field and discipline specializations of affiliated GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES SINQ faculty 

and in International and Global Studies, which staffs the GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES SINQs on 

UNST’s behalf.  

The current GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES SINQ charter requires the following disciplinary and 

regional distribution: 

iii. List the academic departments/programs that will teach sections of this Sophomore

Inquiry and the number of sections they will staff per year. (A minimum of 15 sections of

SINQ, or capacity for 550 students, need to be offered per cluster each year.)

Departments Number of Sections World Regions 

Anthropology 1* Asia 

Foreign Languages 1 or 2* Europe or Asia 

History 2 or 3 Africa, Asia, Middle East 

International Studies 9-12 All regions 

Sociology 1 Latin America 

TOTAL SECTIONS 15 (to 18) 

* may be offered in alternate years
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The revised distribution removes all regions, to shift to a thematic curriculum shown below, 

as well as the departments that no longer teach UNST/INT 233. (All changes have been 

made in coordination with WLL, ANTH, SOC, BLS, HS, PS.) 

iii. List the academic departments/programs that will teach sections of this Sophomore

Inquiry and the number of sections they will staff per year.

Department Sections per year 

World Languages and Literatures 2-3

History 0-2

International Studies 6-9

Total Sections 10-14

The faculty who teach UNST 233 (GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES) have determined that thematic 

engagement better serves the current UNST GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES learning objectives, so 

they have redesigned, and USC has approved, a revision to UNST 233 with the following 

curriculum: 

Modified SINQ— UNST 233 – The Making of the World as We Know it 

1) Empires and Imperialism

a) Europe and Euro-centrism

b) Slavery

c) Colonialism

d) Trade

2) The Nation State

a) a. Nationalism

b) Race, Ethnicity, Language and Religion

c) Democracy and Representation

d) Women, Gender, and Sexuality in Historical Context

3) Post-World War II

a) a. Decolonization and Cold War Politics

b) b. Development

c) c. Forms of Knowledge, Science and Technologies

d) d. Resource Extraction and the Environment

4) Remaking the World

a) a. Neoliberalism

b) b. Social Movements and Rights

c) c. Media and Digital Technologies

d) d. Climate Change

e) e. Migration

Approved by USC in an online vote, open February 20-27, 2022. 
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International & Global Studies 
College of Urban and Public Affairs 

Post Office Box 751 503-725-3451 tel 
Portland, Oregon 97207-0751 
506 SW Mill St, Room 470G 
Portland, Oregon 97201 www.pdx.edu/intl 

Dear University Studies Council Members:  February 20, 2022 

I am writing to present a motion for a vote to amend the Global Perspectives Junior Cluster memorandum of 
understanding and request your support. The cluster coordinator, Dr. Leopoldo (Polo) Rodriguez, has provided 
three documents for your perusal: 1) the original MoU; 2) the amendments proposed; 3) a structure of the modified 
UNST 233 SINQ. Your affirmative vote will advance the following changes: 

1) Currently, UNST 233 is offered as five entirely distinct sections (offered multiple times throughout the
year) as introductory courses to African, Asian, European, Latin American, and Middle Eastern Studies.
This course is cross-listed with five INTL 200-level courses and one Black Studies 200-level course. We are
on track to remove all the cross-lists and drop the five 200-level INTL courses, effective Fall 2022. The
modified UNST 233 will be a thematic course instead of focusing on distinct regions. The point of this shift
is to weather any changes in student interest between various areas of the world based on the latest
geopolitical currents on SINQ enrollment. There would be greater content cohesion between different
Global Perspectives SINQ sections offered throughout the year, and the modified SINQ structure would
potentially interest a broader student body.

2) These changes are being advanced in consultation with various partner departments. These include
Anthropology, Black Studies, History, Political Science, Sociology, and World Languages and Literatures.
The new structure of the SINQ was developed collaboratively with Black Studies, History, PS, and WLL
faculty. While Anthropology and Sociology are mentioned in the original MoU, they have not offered any
sections of the SINQ in recent memory. Our conversations made it clear that given changes in faculty
constitution and scholarly interests, they cannot participate in SINQ staffing. Their wishes are reflected in
the amendment.

3) These changes resolve significant scheduling issues for International and Global Studies, primarily
responsible for staffing the SINQ sections on behalf of UNST. It is not always possible to find a sufficient
number of area studies experts in all five areas at PSU to substitute for full-time faculty who are on leave,
earn course buyouts, or retire (and the retirements are not replaced.) We can draw on the broader PSU
faculty body to staff the SINQ sections, given the new course structure. Please note that the faculty who
were hitherto teaching the existing SINQ sections will continue to teach the modified SINQ by leveraging
their disciplinary training grounded in a diversity of regional expertise.

The cluster would continue to benefit from the generous support offered by the Library to develop low-cost and 
no-cost course materials. We are grateful to Rick Mikulski and other librarians who have helped advance this 
objective. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about the motion, and Polo Rodriguez, about the proposal. Thank 
you for your kind consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Pronoy Rai, Ph. D. 
Curriculum Chair, International and Global Studies 
Member (CUPA), UNST Council 
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Modification to the Global Perspectives Cluster 
(Addendum to the original proposal from February 10, 2010. Sections mentioned below have 
been modified. The rest remain as they were in the original document.) 

I. Cluster Description

2) Statement of Cluster Theme
In line with PSU’s Internationalization vision and goals, the aim of the cluster is to develop 
the skills and attitudes to function as ‘global citizens’ through the exploration of the 
interplay between social, political, economic, environmental, and cultural systems, past and 
present, at the global scale. Using perspectives drawn from the humanities and the social 
sciences, students in the cluster acquire knowledge of the global dimension of diverse 
issues, including development and social change, climate change, migration, financial flows, 
health, etc., topics of critical importance for a well-rounded education. 

Note: While the cluster does not aim to provide regional expertise, courses with a regional 
or national focus contribute to its objective of forming ‘global citizens.’ 

II. Cluster-specific Student Learning Outcomes

Students in the Global Perspectives cluster will: 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the forces of tradition and modernity, nationalism,
colonialism and empire, and globalization and development;

 Demonstrate knowledge of perspectives, attitudes and beliefs of another
culture;

 Appreciate the diversity and interconnectedness of the human experience.

Outcomes mapped onto University Studies goals: 

Communication 
In the Global Perspectives cluster, students will have the opportunity to 
explore visual, verbal, acoustic, and other forms of expression 
representative of a variety of cultures. In sophomore inquiry students will 
develop the ability to write clearly, with a special emphasis on the clear 
organization of their information and ideas. Students will learn effective 
ways to work in small groups to develop a solid understanding of the 
writing process. 

Inquiry and Critical Thinking 
Through learning to identify and describe cultural stereotypes and/or 
patterns of authority, power, and engagement, and to analyze how 
history and culture inform the present situation in one or more regions of 
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the world, students will gain an understanding of the concepts of 
tradition and modernity, nationalism, empire and colonialism, and 
globalization and development. 

Diversity, Equity and Social Justice 
Students will explore the global dimensions of identity, power 
relationships, and social justice in diverse historical and contemporary 
contexts, providing an appreciation and understanding for the complexity 
and diversity of the human experience. 

Ethics, Agency and Community 
Students will examine values, theories, and practices that inform their 
actions, taking in consideration their global implications, and will reflect 
on how personal choices and group decisions impact local and global 
communities, enriching their understanding of global citizenship. 

III. Curricular Coherence and Course Offerings 

1) Sophomore Inquiry 
i. Outline the specific learning outcomes, common concepts and common 

assignments, for all sections of the Sophomore Inquiry that will be 
linked to this cluster. 

The SINQ will focus on cultural, historical, geographical, political, and economic forces 
that have shaped global issues, serving to introduce a set of concepts that provide a 
common ground for students continuing on in the upper division courses of the cluster. 

Common learning concepts and outcomes: SINQ students will 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the forces of tradition and modernity, nationalism, 
colonialism and empire, and globalization and development, including patterns 
of power, authority and engagement. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the perspective, attitudes, and beliefs of cultures in 
various regions of the world. 

 Understand how history, culture, and geography shape diverse global issues. 
 Appreciate the diversity and interconnectedness of the human experience that 

frames contemporary global interactions. 
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Common Assignments and Elements: 

 Course will include reading assignments and/or lecture content that explores the
meaning of tradition and modernity, nationalism, colonialism and empire, and
globalization and development.

 Each course will guide students to understand the research and writing process,
including identifying peer-reviewed and other reliable sources.

 Each course will have staged writing assignments that take students through the
steps of writing either short research papers (5-7 pages) or a series of readings
reviews. Topics will be chosen to engage students with cluster themes/concepts,
either at the national, regional or global level.

iii. List the academic departments/programs that will teach sections
of this Sophomore Inquiry and the number of sections they will
staff per year.

Department Sections per year 
World Languages and Literatures 2-3
History 0-2
International Studies 6-9
Total Sections 10-14

2) Cluster courses

3) Assessment Plan –

a. Sophomore Inquiry
i. Cluster learning outcome(s) to be assessed:

Cluster specific SINQ Learning Outcome: Understand how history, culture and 
geography have shaped and inform the present situation of diverse global issues. 

UNST cluster mapped SINQ goal: Inquiry and Critical Thinking 
SAME as in original 
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ii. Method of assessment:

Activity Timeline 
Map Quiz Map quizzes will be incorporated in each 

SINQ as a regular class assignment 
(1) At the start of the course, students

will be asked to label and provide
political and geographic features
(borders, mountains) on a blank map
of the world, or to draw their own
mental maps.

(2) Post-test, students will be asked to
describe how one feature of their
map informs the present situation of
a global issue.

Post-test data will be collected from each 
SINQ each term. 
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Proposal Narrative 

I. Cluster Description

1) Title of proposed cluster: Global Perspectives

2) Statement of cluster theme (150 word limit):

The aim of this cluster is to introduce students to the richness of cultures in Aji-ica, Asia, Europe, 
Latin America, and the A;Jiddle East, drawing on perspectivesfi·om the humanities and social 
sciences. Through exploring the.inte17;lay between political, economic, environmental, and 
cultural systems, past and present, students will develop skills and attitudes to fimction as 
"global citizens. "

Note: This proposal is designed to incorporate existing regional clusters and their courses. 

II. Cluster-specific Student Learning Outcomes

Include 3 - 6 outcomes that will provide the framework for the cluster. It is 
expected that each course in the cluster will incorporate one or more of these 
outcomes. Each outcome should be: 

► specific enough to contribute to the unique character to the cluster,
► explicitly mapped onto the four goals of the University Studies Program

( each of the four UNST goals needs to be embedded in at least one of the
cluster-specific learning outcomes), and

► articulated in a way that is measurable for the purposes of assessment,

Students in the Global Perspectives cluster will: 

• demonstrate knowledge of the forces of tradition and modernity, nationalism,
colonialism and empire, and globalization and development;

• demonstrate knowledge of perspectives, attitudes and beliefs of another culture;
• appreciate the diversity and interconnectedness of the human experience.

Outcomes mapped on to University Studies Goals: 

Inquiry and Critical Thinking 
Through learning to identify and describe cultural stereotypes and/or 
patterns of authority, power, and engagement, and to analyze how history 
and culture inform the present situation in one or more regions of the 
world, students will gain an understanding of the concepts of tradition and 
modernity, nationalism, empire and colonialism, and globalization and 
development. 

Communication 
In the Global Perspectives cluster, students will have the opportunity to 
explore visual, verbal, acoustic, and other forms of expression representative 
of a variety of cultures. In sophomore inquiry students will develop the 
ability to write clearly, with a special emphasis on the clear organization of 

4 
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III. 

their information and ideas. Students will learn effective ways to work 
in small groups to develop a solid understanding of the writing process. 

The Diversity of Human Experience 
Students will enhance their appreciation for and understanding of the 
complexity of the human experience through the study of beliefs, attitudes 
and the social and cultural systems of societies around the world. 

Ethics and Social Responsibility 
Students will expand their understanding of the impact and value of 
individuals not only by sharing their learning through group projects, but 
through examination of ethical questions imbedded in the history and 
society of specific regions of the world that will offer perspectives on the 
meaning of global citizenship. 

Curricular Coherence and Course Offerings 

1) Sophomore Inquiry
i. Outline the specific learning outcomes, common concepts, and

common assignments for all sections of the Sophomore Inquiry that
will be linked to this cluster.

Each SINQ will focus on the culture, history, geography, politics and economy of a specific 
region of the world, but each will introduce a set of basic concepts that are intended to provide 
common ground for students continuing on in the upper division courses of the cluster: 

Common learning concepts and outcomes: SINQ students will 

• 

• 

• 

• 

demonstrate knowledge of the forces of tradition and modernity, nationalism, 
colonialism and empire, and globalization and development, including patterns of 
power, authority, and engagement 
demonstrate knowledge of the perspective, attitudes, and beliefs of another 
culture/region of the world 
understand how history, culture and geography inform the present situation in a 
specific region of the world 
appreciate the diversity and interconnectedness of human experience that frames 
contemporary global interactions 

Common Assignments and Elements: 

•

• 

Courses will include reading assignments and/or lecture content that explores the
meaning of tradition and modernity, nationalism, colonialism and empire, and
globalization and development, both from the point of view of those within the region 
and from without. Over time, the cluster coordinator will develop a library of 
readings that may be shared. 

There will be an initial map exercise ( can be repeated at the encl when desired) . 

5 
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• Each course will have staged writing assignments that take students through the steps
of editing either a short research paper (5-7 pages) or a series of reading reviews.
Topics will be chosen so as to engage students in working with region-specific
research resources and one or more appropriate cluster themes/concepts.

• As a pilot, over the course of2010-201 l, SINQ faculty, facilitated by the SINQ
coordinator and International Studies, will develop a self-guided web-based resource
(like a Learner-Web module) to introduce students to the basic cluster concepts. It
could include ungraded quizzes to test conceptual knowledge. This resource would be
maintained on the UNST web site.

• Cluster proposers would like to organize a working group for current SINQ
instructors to discuss strategies for incorporating these elements. (It would be helpful
ifthere were incentives to attend-food, and/or a free book that could be a teaching
resource for the cluster.)

ii. Which of the academic distribution areas (Arts and Letters, Natural
Science, or Social Science) will this Sophomore Inquiry fulfill?

The SINQs in this cluster will be interdisciplinary. Specific instructors may draw on their 
own disciplinary perspectives- both Arts and Letters and Social Sciences. The courses 
can fit in both Arts and Letters and Social Sciences. 

Departments 

Anthropology 

iii. List the academic departments/programs that will teach sections of
this Sophomore Inquiry and the number of sections they will staff per
year? (A minimum of 15 sections of SJNQ, or capacity for 550 students,
need to be offered per cluster each year.)

Number of World Regions 
Sections 
I * Asia 

Foreign Languages 1 or 2* Eurone or Asia 
History 2 or 3 Africa, Asia, Middle East 
International Studies 9-12 All regions 
Sociology 1 Latin America 
TOTAL SECTIONS 15 (to 18) 

*may be offered in alternate years

2) Cluster courses
i. Describe specific practices that will foster coherence in the student

experience of their cluster courses ( e.g., common elements 011 each
course syllabus, cluster course websites).

• Each syllabus should highlight by explicitly identifying and describing:

6 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

I) how at least one of the cluster's conceptual themes is relevant for the course
knowledge of the forces of tradition and modernity, or nationalism,
colonialism and empire, or globalization and development.

2) how other course objectives may relate to the second and/or third themes of
the cluster:
o involves knowledge of some cultural perspectives, attitudes and beliefs of

another culture;
o facilitates an appreciation of the diversity and interconnectedness of the

human experience.

Existing regional -U courses will submit a revised syllabus that follows the above 
guidelines. Cluster proposers will offer one or more workshops on adapting syllabi 
for those currently teaching for the regional clusters. (It would be helpful if there 
were incentives to attend-food, and/or a free book that could be a teaching resource 
for the cluster.) 
Cluster coordinator will meet with faculty who teach courses in the cluster to discuss 
these changes. Regional Area Coordinators, with support from International Studies, 
will convene bi-annual cluster meetings. 
SINQ instructors will discuss recommended pathways (regional or thematic) through 
the Global Perspectives cluster with their students. 
Cluster Coordinator will work with UNST to maintain a Global Perspectives advising 
web page and faculty resource page, including a "library" of syllabi. 

i. Cluster course list and analysis of frequency of course

offerings. (Each course 011 the list 11eeds to be offered at least
evelJ' other year. Total course offerings need to average at least
20 sections, or capacity for 700 students, per term.)

See attached spreadsheet. 

b. Transfer students - Describe specific practices that will introduce
transfer students to the main themes, questions, and learning
outcomes for the cluster ( e.g., cluster web page, information 011 course
syllabi)

• Transfer students will be advised to complete the self-guided web-based resource
designed for SINQs that will introduce the basic concepts of the cluster and provide a
means for self-assessment as they begin the cluster. The module could be
recommended to transfer students lacking a corresponding SINQ when first enrolling
in a cluster course (flagged in Banner? or just on the Unst web site?).

• If students petition to use 2 or more transfer courses towards their cluster (if this is
allowed), then we might consider requiring the students to demonstrate competence
by requiring them to complete the cluster assessment module.

7 
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Activity 
Map Quiz 

3) Assessment Plan - Briefly outline m1 example of cm a11111wl assessment plan to
assess student learning in this cluster. As with any assessment plan, this plan
will change over time to address the assessment findings and needs of the
cluster. University Studies expects that assessment activities for Sophomore

Inquiry and Cluster courses will occur every year, but does not expect that
you will assess every cluster-specific learning outcome or every course each
year.

a. Sophomore Inquiry:

i. Cluster learning outcome(s) to be assessed:

Cluster specific SINO Learning Outcome: Students will understand how history, 
culture and geography inform the present situation in a specific region of the world. 

UNST cluster mapped SINO goal: InquiJJ' and Critical Thinking 
Through learning to identify and describe cultural stereotypes and/or patterns of 
authority, power, and engagement, and to analyze how history and culture inform the 
present situation in one or more regions of the world, students will gain an 
understanding of the concepts of tradition and modernity, nationalism, empire and 
colonialism, and globalization and development. 

11. Method of assessment: ( e.g. common assignment, student
ePortfolios, pre-post test)

Timeline 
Map quizzes will be incorporated in each 
SINQ as a regular class assignment 

(1) At the start of the course, students will be Post-test data will be collected from each 
asked to label and provide political and regionally focused SINQ in a selected term, ie. 
geographic features (borders, mountains) on a 2010-2011: spring tenn 
blank regional map, or to draw their mental 2011-2012: winter term 
maps of the region. 2012-2013: fall term 
(2) On the post test, students will be asked to
describe how one feature on their map informs
the present situation in that region of the world

m. Time line for assessment: See above.

1v. Description of how the assessment data will be used 

The map quiz is primarily a learning tool. Results of the post-test question will be scored 
by individual instructors and cluster coordinator will review the data. Results will be 
used for use in curriculum development and improvement. If there are questions about 
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the level student success, that question might need to be addressed at several levels-as a 
resource or instructional issue. A follow-up study, survey or interviews, may be needed. 
Coordinator will consult with regional coordinators or committees. 

b. Cluster courses

i. Cluster learning outcome(s) to be assessed:

Cluster specific SINO Leaming Outcome: Students will demonstrate knowledge of the 
forces of tradition and modernity, nationalism, colonialism and empire, and globalization 
and development; 

UNST cluster mapped goal: Inqui1y and Critical Thinking 
Through leaming to identify and describe cultural stereotypes and/or pattems of 
authority, power, and engagement, and to analyze how history and culture inform the 
present situation in one or more regions of the world, students will gain an understanding 
of the concepts of tradition and modemity, nationalism, empire and colonialism, and 
globalization and development. 

Activity 

11. Method of assessment: ( e.g. common assignment, student
ePortfo/ios, pre-post test, syllabus review)

Timeline 
Review revised syllabi for all cluster courses Review Summer 2011 
offered in 20I0-2011 

Assess for consistency and distribution of Report fall 2011 
cluster-specific leaming outcomes for Inquiry 
and Critical Thinking, 

iii. Time line for assessment: See table above.

1v. Description of how the assessment data will be used 

After reviewing syllabi, cluster coordinator will follow up with instructors who might 
need to revisit the web site resource described above, in order to re-revise their syllabus; 
results may also require additions to or a revision of the web resources. 

Two-three year goal: Program-level assessment. 

*With 60 to I 00 discipline-based courses in any given cluster, the task of coordinating
and monitoring inputs and finding common ground on which to measure outputs will be
extremely difficult. In addition, students do not take cluster courses in any sequence.
Assessing any subset of courses within the cluster may yield as many or more students
who are just starting the cluster as those who are finishing it. (And some faculty will be
resistant to assessment that is in addition to what is already required by their course.)
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With these circumstances in mind, we propose the following examples and strategies for 
assessing both cluster objectives and outcomes, as a pilot, and as time and resources 
allow: 

i. Cluster learning outcome(s) to be assessed:

Cluster participants, facilitated by the coordinator, will develop an automated web-based 
module keyed to assess each of the primary/UNST student learning outcomes in the 
cluster on a rotational or comprehensive basis. 

11. Method of assessment: ( e.g. common assignment, student
ePortfolios, pre-post test, syllabus review)

Components of the module could include the following: 
• a concept checklist
• a map-related assessment question
• cultural awareness survey
• an automated content (concordance) analysis of a 1 page essay with a cluster-

specific prompt

There are existing rubrics to assess inter-cultural learning and global awareness that can 
be scaled to provide computer-assisted scoring. 

Students will need to disclose whether oi not they have completed a cluster-related SINQ, 
and how many cluster courses they have completed. 

iii. Time line for assessment

Parts of the module could be developed beginning summer (2011) and piloted in spring 
(2012), under the direction of the new cluster coordinator 

Completion of the Cluster Assessment module would be required of every student who 
signs up for a Capstone course, or possibly when the student files for graduation. 
(However, if this becomes a real "graduation requirement," it would have to be approved 
by the UC and ARC and Senate ... ) 

iv. Description of how the assessment data will be used.

Results of the on-line module would be reviewed by the cluster coordinator and shared 
with instructors in the cluster at the periodic regional and cluster-wide meetings, and used 
to tweak directions for imbedding information in the syllabi, web resources and the 
assessment process in the future. 

Parts of the assessment results could be made available to the students. (There will be no 
negative consequences for students who take the assessment.) 

10 
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lNTI.3231.l Traditbfl & !nnovaOOf\: Humanltles 1 1 3 2 7 "' AslanStuo,es Am Studies 
ArH311U ol Asian Alt Indian and lndonesl:ln 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 275 l\slanSb.Klies 
INTI. 3220 G!obe.lizat«l& .SoeialSc� , 1 1 1 1 6 151 Aslanstudios Am Studies 
HST32\U ModefnE.mAsia I 1 1 1 1 5 ,., AslanSnKrm 
INTI. 321U Globalizatoo 4- Iden .Humanlties , , 4 120 AsrutStudes Am studies 
INTI. 3240 Tra-ftion & lru"Krr.ltkin; �1 Selene. 1 1 1 1 4 96 .-\s!anstudles" Amstudies 
EC44W tnst!Mional Economies f 1 1 3 100 Asian Stud�s 
GE003&3U Pa-:incRim 1 1 1 3 "' As\m&.ud:es 
INTI.3170 i""l:-S!nAs-ian ot 1 I 1 3 43 As.ran stud.is 
JPN341U T in J;t.-..l"leSa!I uteratvre: Jntrod 1 I 1 3 77 Aslan Studies 
JPN3S\U Jaoanese- l.i!erature Throooh fd,n 1 1 1 ' 188 Asian Studies 
MUS376U Wo!kJ Uus� It Asla 1 1 1 3 33 l\slanstud!es 
ANTtt312U SO\ltheast Aslan Societies and CUit\! 1 f , 83 A.slanstuefies 
ArH321U "' o!K«eanM I 1 , 78 Asian stuef.oe.s 
ArH 4l!'iU ��l\sbnArt 1 1 , 46 A.sbnstudes 
CHN343U Chu=Vem..�r uteratvra /Mc,,:P,rnl 1 1 , 38 As!:anstudies 
GE00352U TI>, ffi """'"' ' 1 1 , 4-6 Asfanstu,:f� 
1-!srmu East l\s!afl CMiz�tion 1 1 ' 93 Aslltn studies 
JPN 342U Tcnl:;s in Ja,-,�nesa L�erature: Intro lo E M 1 1 , 65 Aslanstuefes 
PS4'6U Po!itJcs or East l\sla 1 1 , 53 Asian stuef.es 
PS4"'U International Po!'ti<.:s of East Asla 1 1 , 56 Asl:ln Studio$ 
USP445U Ci!eS & Thlrd World Deve-' I 1 1 , 31 l\sl:!nstuom 
Amtt3l7U p and Cu!turts of South A.sla 1 1 44 Asian stud'ies 
ArH 422U �Parn· 1 1 35 Asi;tlstude'i 
MH23\I � Pa 1 1 35 AsanStoo.e.s 
CliN341U T n Cl'lhe$e Uteratvre and 1 1 14 Aslan stu,:Ue$ 
C\lNU,V Chhese �litcraturerrraditbr,all 1 1 20 -�

GEOG_, " ' 1 1 37 t.sianSll.ld"aes 
MUS30tU &!�• of MU$1"J Uteraturea 1 , 1 1 , ' 382 Euro studies 
MUSWU &!"-e-' or Mus le literature 2 1 , 1 1 5 "' Euro studies 
"'""" M�mBritlshllt&rature I , 1 1 ' 104 Eurostuaies 
HST3-5\U H " lal'ld It 18th- 20th Centu"' I 1 1 1 4 '" Euro studio$ 1!/thC-entu,v 
SPAN 441U nlsh ltteratvre !n Translation 1 , 1 4 Eurostl/o� 
EC4'5U rat;.� Eoonornle �-stems 1 1 1 3 93 Euro st,J,jies Mid Eaststuoies 
GEOG354U · otEm 1 1 1 3 63 Euro Stvo,es 
HST3-57U E from Refoonat;on to Re'IOl 1 1 1 3 139 EuroStuoes 
TA4-67U Mod<Nn ThWef I 1 1 1 3 71 Euro Studies 
TA4'8\J Modem Theater U 1 1 1 3 43 Euro Stvdie9 
Artt481U !'t-neteenth CenlUN' MI 1 1 , 95 EuroStix!>es 19th Cenl\/N 
ArH482U �l",nateenth CentuN M ll 1 1 , 85 EuroStudle-s 19thCefll\/N 
DANE3li1U Damsh Arm from Ore· el to - 1 1 , 44 Euro Studii!s 
EC447V Eeonom!cso!Trans"ition 1 1 , 46 Eurostuo,es 
FR343U lnmxluclioo to Fref\eh Uerature; 19th-20th OentuN 1 1 , 32 Euro Stud� 19thCentu~ 
GE00356U '"'"" a • 1 1 , 63 Euro st\!d,es 
GE003WJ Rasslll and 113 Nelahl.>ors I 1 1 , 30 Eurostvd� 
HSrnW '" from Nafunal Uniflcat!on to Eur 1 1 , 115 Euro Sb.Kiles 
HST3'-0U French Rewlutbn and thoo?,eon 1 1 , 95 Euro stvcr,es 
PS352U We-urrJE\lf l'IP¢lfu 1 1 , 68 E\Jrostu(f,es 
DANE34W CMstian Arlde<son 1 1 21 Euro stucr�s 
OANE34'U Danlsh2 CentuN Women Writffil 1 1 8 Eurostudies 
DANE347U M"-!or Vlorks fn Danish Literature 1 1 6 Euro stud� 
'"'"' The Eu1wean H:storbJ l\'-ol--el 1 1 65 Eurostudii!s 
FL448U "' ures In Literature: Dos! 1 1 Eurostuoies 19thCeflttJru 
GER441U uaw�N,lliCU!tum 1 1 41 Eurostucrm 
GER441U Mal«Worb In TranslsUon: German lnte-llectual H 1-1800-193'9 1 1 28 Eurostucroes 19th Centutv 
PS38W """"" "' ' 1 1 28 Euro Stlxf.es 
RUS330U .-. e & CMtilatbn ' " 1 33 Euro Studies 
RUS4100 RU$$lan Ltera• .. •e and Hm f f 1 I 19 EuroStl./ole$ 
RIJS441U Russian UWrture In Trans!.llion: Ni!leteto!h 1 1 28 Euro studies 19th O!-r,turw 
RIJS44""' Rlffll9n Uetah.ue !n Trans :� I 1 27 Euro studies 
SPAN427U Ma1ntTonlcs: Latin Am.erical'l Pr� taunht in 1 I 1 1 4 54 tat Am stuo� 
CHlA37W Sovttr�em Borderlands 1-fistorv I 1 1 1 3 9-4 lat Arn stucr;e-s AmSru<f$ 
HSTUW l.!tinAmerlcan Hist""-' I 1 1 1 3 90 tat Arn stud�s 
SPAll33lU Latin Amerlt;1!nCU<tu1e arid Cl-i'J'2at1o!l 1 1 1 3 70 lat Arn stud"ie.s 
CHLA,0,U Chleamllalino Liteflltura I 1 , 26 Lat Arn studies 
GEOOSOOU latin/1.mef',ca 1 1 2 "' Lat Arn Studiecs 
LNTI. 4S2U M>uon Ra!n!orest 1 1 , 77 Lat Arn $tudle$ 
SC!3'N Soslaln \JMle:o::o Bolde! R...,lon 1 1 , 313 lat Am Stuom GEC sust.alnabii'ifv 
Nlltt311U and Cu!blres « Latln 1 I 4S tat Am Studl&s 
ANTH43tU "'""'"" ... Latin Noonca,r, """"""' 1 1 23 lat Am Stud:.e.s 
ECmu """"' ol latin Amerlean 1 1 58 latAmSlrn.f,e:o 
HST""-' l.!kkl!e East In IJ.Qdem Tune.s: 20th centuN 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 237 M.ld Eaststud"� 
EC450U Thlrd WOf1d E(;Orl¢ff>l,; Oevelo al 1 I 1 3 111 MidEaststud':es 
GEOG3$-4U oltheJ.tdd'.eEast 1 1 1 3 120 J.tid East Studie-S 
HST3S5U MofuEasthModffi"IWnes: 19thaJ 1 1 , 111 Midl:3sl:Sb.xf,e-s 
PS361U lnlrodl!ction to the f'ol!xs olthe I.ti:! 1 1 , "' t.WastStudie-S 
PS "2V ITMMb-bra�!l COn",ct 1 I , 124 M!dEaststu<f:es 
nJR341U Turkish literature !n Translation 1 1 , 13 M:dEaslStud'es 
WS331U IWorili!n In the, M.lddle East I 1 , 30 MUEaststud'i?-S Women'sstudft>S 
AA441U M;iW Arable Works In Translafun 1 1 t4 V,:u:�st Stud� 
fL331U in Iha Middle, East 1 1 14 MidEaststudles Worrmi'sst.lef;es 
INT1"1U V.�n in the M.ldtl!e East I 1 15 1-.li:fEaststud;n; Womer,'s$tudie$ 
PER"°" Pe-istan CU;tura and 0.-:lS!al:iM 1 1 29 Mid East stoom 
PS<ON TI-,$Po!lt>:$ofN - 1 1 25 Mid East Stuo;es 
TUR>3QU T""-'c$ in Turl<ish Cu!ti.ir& and Li!E-rature I 1 10 Mid East Shldiei 
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Modified SINQ 

UNST 233 – The Making of the World as We Know it 

Empires and Imperialism 
a. Europe and Euro-centrism 
b. Slavery 
c. Colonialism 
d. Trade 

The Nation State 
a. Nationalism 
b. Race, Ethnicity, Language and Religion 
c. Democracy and Representation 
d. Women, Gender, and Sexuality in Historical Context 

Post-World War II 
a. Decolonization and Cold War Politics 
b. Development 
c. Forms of Knowledge, Science and Technologies 
d. Resource Extraction and the Environment 

Remaking the World 
a. Neoliberalism 
b. Social Movements and Rights 
c. Media and Digital Technologies 
d. Climate Change 
e. Migration 
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